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KEN CARTER is looking-up a new friend, Scorpio, in the film, "JUST
BLONDES" now playing at the Nob Hill Cinema, 729 Bush Street.
A Hand In Hand Film
hand in hand films
presents

jack deveau's

JUST BLONDS

starring 5FALCON STUDIO'S LUKE
NOVA STUDIO'S LEE MARLIN & KEN CARTER
THE BOYS OF VENICE SENSATION ERIC RYAN
HAND IN HAND DISCOVERIES
HUGH ALLEN SCORPIO & DAMIEN III

x-rated • color • all male cast

the mob hill cinema
799 forth st • tel: 731-0363
opinion

Here you have noticed?, that I'm the only guy in the paper business with the guts (egads!) to print his picture with what he wrote. I mean, look at the other fag rags...do you see the editors/publicists printing their pictures? Nough! They are all afraid of the public...they want to remain "secret" or is it they want to be "unknown"? I believe that if you want to play, you should play! The other fag rags can take that anyway they want.

Being the editor of a fag rag is not too rewarding, especially when you take "stands" and I do mean his picture with what he writes! I mean, look at the other fag rags...do you see the editors/publicists printing their pictures? Nough! They are all afraid of the public...they want to remain "secret" or is it they want to be "unknown"? I believe that if you want to play, you should play! The other fag rags can take that anyway they want.

You, the customer don't know about it...you are out from a table being comfy and cozy. Then the bars that continually pour the booze...some guy who is already so damn loaded, that he can't even walk straight anymore. When anything happens in the city...blame old Broshears, why doesn't he mind his own business? I mean, look at the other fag rags...do you see the editors/publicists printing their pictures? Nough! They are all afraid of the public...they want to remain "secret" or is it they want to be "unknown"? I believe that if you want to play, you should play! The other fag rags can take that anyway they want.

The fire conditions of various gay businesses are frightening....and they get away with it. When a barburns and took 19 gay lives with it. "that can't be happening here". Lamont was an employee of the old soul disco "San Francisco of tomorrow" and the poor, the low-income people of our city and its 'standard White Anglo-Saxon Protestant' characteristics. Lamont was an employee of the old soul disco "San Francisco of tomorrow" and the poor, the low-income people of our city and its 'standard White Anglo-Saxon Protestant' characteristics. Lamont was an employee of the old soul disco "San Francisco of tomorrow" and the poor, the low-income people of our city and its 'standard White Anglo-Saxon Protestant' characteristics. Lamont was an employee of the old soul disco "San Francisco of tomorrow" and the poor, the low-income people of our city and its 'standard White Anglo-Saxon Protestant' characteristics.

"A Travel-Complete Travel Service"

CLINTON WING

ST. PATRICKS DAY PARTIES FOR YOU-

KIMO's, corner, Pot & Pine, from 12 p.m. on.

COOKING, 210 - 6th St., from 7 PM til 2.

LE DISQUE, 1840 Height St., from 7 p.m. on.

LANDMARK, 45 Turk St., from 8 p.m. on.

ARENA, 399 - 9th St., from 7 p.m. on.

Green beer and other goodies at most of the above bars and all are waiting to give you a real Irish time of it. Some will have bawlers. Check with your local bar (above) for times and other facts. These are YOUR bars and you will enjoy them. Also, there will be Correct Beef and Cabbage on the dinner menu of Club Dorl, 427 Presidio; and Jacksons, 2237 Powell.

"As I See it ! .... !

Ray Broshears...

LAMONT KING 1951 - 1977

It has been three years to this day March 10 that Lamont Charles King was taken from us by a fire at the Club San Francisco Baths (330 Fitch) a fire of very mysterious origin, but it did kill a very beautiful young man of 27. A fire whose origin has never been solved and the owners have opened another bath house, the Bull Dog Baths on 3rd and Kingsland.

Lamont was born in Fort Smith, Arkansas. His funeral was held at the New Lebanon United Presbyterian Church and over 250 people who knew and loved Lamont were attendace.

Lamont was an employee of the old soul disco "San Francisco of tomorrow" and the poor, the low-income people of our city and its 'standard White Anglo-Saxon Protestant' characteristics. Lamont was an employee of the old soul disco "San Francisco of tomorrow" and the poor, the low-income people of our city and its 'standard White Anglo-Saxon Protestant' characteristics. Lamont was an employee of the old soul disco "San Francisco of tomorrow" and the poor, the low-income people of our city and its 'standard White Anglo-Saxon Protestant' characteristics. Lamont was an employee of the old soul disco "San Francisco of tomorrow" and the poor, the low-income people of our city and its 'standard White Anglo-Saxon Protestant' characteristics.

"A Travel-Complete Travel Service"
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The Pigs Are Pushing Hard

"Burn 'em out!!" is the "new way" of rid­
ing the Tenderloin/South of Market Central City area of San Francisco of its poor, its low income people! Since 1978, there have been 517 housing units in the Central City area burned out by fire, some of which had been "little pigs" to S.F. FUEL (San Francisco Planning and Urban Re­

The "dirty pigs" are the ones who go the various Boards and Commission meetings, picking up testimony, etc. designed by the "clean pigs". And the "clean pigs" have their "dirty pigs" on the Board of Supervisors and in other elective offices as well.

The people of the Tenderloin have forced out of their place of living in Yerba Buena and now only 2,600 have been forced out of the Tenderloin in the past two years by Mayor Piggy Flip-flop and the Supervisor Piggets in their efforts to please the "clean pigs" of the Chamber of Commerce. The newly named "cleanly-queerly-gay pigs" of the GGBA (Gold Gate Business Association) are doing the bidding of S.F.R. and the Big "clean Pigs."

Look at all the "cleanly-queerly-gay pigs" who have forced the poor whites and blacks out of their addition areas with their "dirty dollars". Now they are "working" on areas like the Haight and the Inner Mission, "working it to the bone, etc., etc.

What do all these "pigs" have in common? They are all greedy as hell, for money, power, anything they have want.

TEDDY STERN

Teddy Stern is a Kennedy read the following statement regard­
ing pay rates in a letter to gays in Washington, DC...then I be­lieve this would also commit itself to the issuance of an Executive Order prohibiting discrimination based on sexual orientation in government programs, and the enactment of legislation protecting the civil rights of those who have historically been organized on the basis of sexual orientation."

This made January 7, 1980.

With the spiraling recession and President Carter's inaction on the matter, Senator Kennedy has found a new strength in re­
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Barbary Coast Democratic Club

Fifty-three persons showed up at Barbary Coast Democratic Club to meet the judge candidates...none of whom showed up. Members attended, but had little fun with no no-shows.

This was but a portion of the work Chapman's prepared by host, Eddie Van of Visual Experience.

Barbary Coast Democratic Club president, Rev. Ray Broaderick, and secretary Paul Hardman who showed up to support.

The Bare Facts

STATEWIDE NUDE BATHERS TO MEET IN SAN FRANCISCO

by Charles Fiske

The continuing battle to try and win legal clothing-optional beaches along the California coastline will be the topic at the first San Francisco conference-meeting of nude beach activists.

The event will be held on Saturday night, March 29th at 150 Folsom Street in San Francisco, from 7 p.m. until 10 p.m., free of charge.

A full discussion period between bathers from San Diego, Santa Barbara, Los Angeles and San Francisco, will be held plus a screening of a tape and slide show called "Nude Recreation in America." This was recently presented at the Parks and Recreation Department of the United States, at the New Orleans Super Dome. The show was so well received it now comes to San Francisco for the first time in 1974. At 7 p.m. there will be a film on Black's Beach, the San Diego area shown. This well known nude beach attracts up to 50,000 nude bathers in a single warm day.

San Francisco's, Charles Fiske will MC the event and discuss a priority drive soon to start to try and stop the arrests of the nude bathers of the Russian River area in Sonoma County.

Nude candidate for President, Louis Abolafia, will be a special guest speaker as will Lee Baxuidall of "Free Beaches" in Oshkosh, Wisconsin.

The DALT HOTEL

February 14th was a lovely day for the 50 or so elderly citizens of the Central City area of San Francisco for it was a day when the food really flowed freely at Christ Chapel, the luncheon given by the OFDL (Old Folks Defense League) luncheon and party. The dining hall was decorated red and white hearts and course the American flag which the OFDL director, Rev. Ray Broaderick demands to be placed most prominently at all functions.

Since 8 a.m. that day, the Rev. Ray had been preparing the luncheon meal balls mixture, which included Foxey, Patty Pac and a couple of others to help serve it all. They all made the tremendous quantity of food for the old folks as well as all the food and candy for the free-binges. The money had been raised by the Landmark Showroom's Bobie Brod and cast crew for the luncheon and to finish the purchase of the Emperor Ginger Bingo machine so it is now called the Emperor Ginger Bingo & Landmark Bingo Machine. Over $75 in candy and food were given away afterwards. It was a wonderful event, one the elderly will never forget.

The next luncheon is St. Patrick's Day at the Christ chapel dining hall.

OFDL's Valentine's Day Luncheon

ROSE HITS 73

Rose Bailey turned 73 on March 1st and it was a gala time for everyone who has tried to help her. Rose has attended the Old Folks Defense League luncheon since she first joined the organization. She now lives at the Dalt Hotel and is a steady. So it would be nice if you sent her cards of cheer and well wishes.

The address is: Rose Bailey, 34 Turk Street, San Francisco, California 94102. Rose is one of the nicest people anybody ever met.

That's a few of the fine troupe who helped serve the lunch and to finish the purchase of the Emperor Ginger Bingo Machine. It is this way we give a way the food and candy to those who so need it.

See America, Find a Friend

Ginger-Boy and regarding artist are helping serve the food and drink along with Rev. Ray Broaderick.

The DALT HOTEL

Send cash, check or money order to the following address:
The Cruiser will be mailed to you! Don't miss out on your copy. Defeat the Tavern.
What emerges clearly from the editorial comments is the self-professed "responsible gay leaders" (hereafter referred to as RGLs) and Paul Hardman (Voice) are the self-proclaimed "responsible gay leaders" (hereafter referred to as RGLs). The Sentinel's OWN reporting. Or is it that publishers, publishers, publishers...to so credit its source). It was the SMC not the RGLs who sponsored a public forum on the conflicting rights.

Britt for not attending last minute meetings of the San Francisco Crusader's own Theatre Rhino, July 1977San Francisco, CA 94109

The difficulty concerning the placing an article about Uce & Mites in any publication, is the "Help Line." has been serving the community since 1899 and should be made to pay regular fares. The Polk Street Merchants Association for unique people in Theatre Rhino, but the production goes on. Congratulations all!

The "Help Line" has been serving the community since 1899 and should be made to pay regular fares. The Polk Street Merchants Association for unique people in Theatre Rhino, but the production goes on. Congratulations all!
PCP, "Angel Dust" knows in the medical labs as phencyclidine (PCP). Known to cause experiences of extreme agitation, disorientation, delirium, and hallucinations. It is typically used in crystal joints, C.J., super-gass (many like to mix it with heroin, marijuana, LSD, speed, some, and cocaine).

PCP has become a "party drug," "party popper," and other such "happenings" in the medical Profession. It is the drug of choice for many segments of the population but we must not be getting the message. Both houses, "private clubs" bars, street corners, homes, and even the public schools are targets. It is, led with PCP. It has become the cure to end all cures, for so many who use "just" not to longer get a "good high" with just marijuana. Just now spirating the marijuana with PCP giving them that "big high" as some have called it. PCP is the question of a generation life and sanity since LSD. Yet the "garage producers" and "gangsters" who make highly illegal drug, have a ball doing so they are getting rich, and few of them who make it ever use it. The "ball" they have is the laughs they get on the way to the tanks with your money.

PCP was found in the bloodstream of the madman who murdered the girl. When the chemicals are mixed, and cooked as directed, the batch will contain 10,000 capsules of "pure crystal PCP with a strength of 10 milligrams each."

PCP has a "flashback" after effect. For some it works as only PCP. They are worried to others they had taken some PCP and they could not arrive home. For others they had taken PCP and they could not arrive home.

Speed was originally invented by the Germans as a "speed freak." It is a drug that is a stimulant. It is made from the dried root of a small shrub. It is a drug that is a stimulant. It is made from the dried root of a small shrub.

The effects of PCP on the user vary from person to person. The effects of PCP on the user vary from person to person. The effects of PCP on the user vary from person to person.

Poet ALLEN GINSBERG Talks About Speed And The Effects Of Speed.

PCP is a drug that has been declared to the community, counties speed and drugs. The effects of PCP on the user vary from person to person. The effects of PCP on the user vary from person to person. The effects of PCP on the user vary from person to person. The effects of PCP on the user vary from person to person.

The only NON-reproductive part of the body is the brain...the only NON-reproductive part of the body is the brain...the only NON-reproductive part of the body is the brain...the only NON-reproductive part of the body is the brain...

And WE'LL SEE YOU THE NEXT ISSUE BEFORE EASTER WITH A LARGE RELIGIOUS PAGE...THE ONLY GAY PAPER IN ALL OF THE WORLD THAT HAS A REGULAR FULL PAGE ON RELIGION, rev. ray broshears, editor.
PLEASANT, BUT HARDLY COMPELLING. "AMERICAN DREAMS", three one-acts by One Act Theatre Co., are each almost non-plays, and the characters talk about themselves, their hopes and dreams but in each case nothing much is resolved. Each concerns a situation where the characters are trying to honor the old traditions she loved, trying to come to terms with the loss of those she loved. Although the play offers little that is original or interesting, it offers an extremely interesting stage presence that draws attention even to the less than inspired performances. Also a standout in the ensemble is Edward DeMasi in the part, during his first few minutes on stage. He lacked the overpowering stage presence that would have made this play worthwhile. A good way to avoid the other show, "Berlin * * 32", a powerful, mood-setting look at pre-Hitler Germany and the early American musicals is offered at the Eureka, call 863-7133.

ADDENDUM. The next opening is in the BARTH THEATRE's "Playwright's Festival" "JO", subtitled "A Lesbian History Play", was an interesting and especially young Emily Woo Yamasaki who radiates

UPCOMING OPENINGS
March 7....."Jane Door and the Knockers" at the intersection, call 788-9728.
March 8....."The Physician" at the SF Rep, call 863-4893 for info.
March 12....."Absent Friends" at CAT, Los Gatos, call (408) 374-6057.
March 19....."Burghal" at the SF Rep, call 384-4728.
March 21....."A Prayer For My Daughter" at the SF Rep, call 863-9713.
March 21....."Brooklyn" and "Stage Direction" at the SF Rep, call 184-368.
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**San Francisco Crusader**

**DISCO**

Newest Light & Sound Show

The Sound of Music, 142 Turk Street now has a disco for you every night with a $2 drink and you may dance til 2 a.m. minimum cover, so in essence there is no cover. Tessie will be held on April 9 at 7:30 PM S-H-A-R-P!!

MAI TY will be doing alot together along with former er. Advance tickets are $6.00 and at the door at the Imperial Palace, 222 Hyde Street for the Landmark for other employment.

**LANDMARK**

Change for the Landmark Showroom, at 45 Turk Street. The newADVERTE Changes for the Landmark Showroom, at 45 Turk Street. The new... continues next page...
NO!! Margo, don’t hide from the future. CHANGE it!! I was the police informer. Sweet Chuckles Paul, and sweet you renounced. You’re A COWBOY!! He sez he prefers his ADAM home with him? NO!! He sez he prefers his ADAM home with him? NO!! He sez he prefers his ADAM home with him? NO!! He sez he prefers his ADAM home with him? NO!! He sez he prefers his ADAM home with him? NO!! He sez he prefers his ADAM home with him? NO!! He sez he prefers his ADAM home with him? NO!! He sez he prefers his ADAM home with him? NO!!
April 6 is Easter and we have a large selection of contemporary and religious cards...

"We have the card that you should be sending to your special one this Easter season. See Denny or Craig, right away!"

Just Friends

1347 POLK Street

415/776-2676

Located next door to Kimo’s!